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STUDY GUIDE OVERVIEW
The purpose of this study guide is to 
provide primary school teachers with 
a range of educational resources and 
activities that compliment the Australian 
film The Wishmas Tree. This guide is 
targeted at and can be explored by 
students aged from 6-11 years (Foundation 
through to Year Five). The film can be used 
as a resource to further support students’ 
knowledge and understanding of biological 
science, a strand covered by the Australian 
Curriculum across all year levels. It is also 
recommended as a tool for literacy based 
tasks.

SYNOPSIS

A young possum’s misguided wish 
for a white Wishmas not only freezes 
her entire hometown of Sanctuary 
City, but also threatens the lives of 
all who live there. Before the magical 
Wishmas Tree dies, she must 
undertake a perilous journey into the 
wild to reverse the damage she has 
caused. Battling self-doubt, ghostly 
predators and ultimately, Extinction 
itself, she races against the clock to 
save her city!

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM THIS 
STUDY GUIDE

A step by step guide entailing key components 
about the film The Wishmas Tree;
Various worksheets to accompany themes 
explored in the film; 
Framework for students to make predictions 
on what the film is about based on the trailer. 
Students’ can draw on prior knowledge, 
experiences and connections to the text; 
Activites that allow students to actively discuss 
and share their predictions together; 
Support for students to identify different views, 
ideas and opinions; 
Engaging and relatable activities that 
compliment key concepts taught within the 
domains of English and Science. 

After completing the set tasks/activities outlined in 
this study guide, students will: 

Demonstrate a deeper understanding of native 
Australian wildlife, including those under threat 
of extinction;
Have been exposed to specific metalanguage 
aimed at broadening vocabulary. Examples 
of these include: environment, conservation, 
extinction, protection, habitat, survival, native;
How to identify themes/morals present within 
the film; 
Identify key components of the structure of a 
narrative; 
Be able to explain the significance of 
conservation within our environment and 
offer ways to support conservation in order to 
protect and care for our world; 
Have strengthened emotional responses by 
exploring empathy, self-worth and interpersonal 
skills.
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BRINGING THE FILM TO LIFE
 
The Tales from Sanctuary City universe was born out of 
the Like A Photon Creative teams’ collective hopes for 
the future; a society that lives in harmony with nature, 
one that is able to acknowledge when they have made a 
mistake and one that will prioritise kindness, tolerance 
and generosity of spirit above all things.

When presented with an opportunity to create this 
universe on screen, the team leapt at the chance to 
share the wonder and quirkiness of the Australian 
environment and its inhabitants. In Sanctuary City 
you’ll find frilled-neck lizards, quokkas and cane toads. 
You’ll travel through the kinds of diverse landscapes- 
sometimes brown and dry, sometimes almost blindingly 
vibrant in its greenery. The team of filmmakers behind 
The Wishmas Tree have been able to show, with pride, 
the magic of the world around us and mould into it our 
deep hopes for the future.

The primary focus of the universe is a slate of 
3D-animated feature films that tell adventurous and 
inspiring stories from within Sanctuary City; stories 
that interconnect with one another, weaving characters, 
settings and events into an immersive, story-rich 
franchise. The first film in the canon is ‘The Wishmas 
Tree’ which will be followed by ‘Combat Wombat’ 
and ‘Daisy Quokka: World’s Scariest Animal’ - three 
entertaining and inspirational films that showcase 
the incredible world of Sanctuary City and loveable 
characters within it. 

THE CAST AND 
PRODUCTION CREW

The Cast 
(Voices of The Wishmas Tree) 

Miranda Tapsell as Kerry, a young 
adventurous ringtail possum 
Ross Noble as Yarra, an eccentric 
frill-necked lizard
Kate Murphy as Petra, Kerry’s sister 
Ricard Cusso as Augustus 
Ryan Renshaw as Dad 

Directed by 
Ricard Cusso
Produced by
Nadine Bates - Producer
Kristen Souvlis - Producer
Ryan Greaves - Co-Producer
Shanae Condon - Line Producer
Andrew Cook - Line Producer 
Julia Adams - Executive Producer
Matt Everitt - Executive Producer
Michael Favelle - Executive Producer 
Martin Gallery - Executive Producer
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BEFORE VIEWING THE 
TRAILER
Before viewing the trailer, elicit student’s 
ideas based on the title and imagery 
presented on the cover of the film. Students 
may draw on their prior knowledge or 
experiences to connect to the text based on 
the film’s cover. 

This process assists learners in thinking 
critically about the film as they are given 
the opportunity to reflect on their own 
understanding and experiences to make 
connections. It also encourages students 
to build on their oral language skills in a 
predominately student-lead discussion.  

QUESTIONS TO INCLUDE 
BEFORE WATCHING TRAILER: 

The title of the film is The Wishmas Tree, 
what pictures do you make in your mind 
when you hear the title/look at the cover of 
the film? 
What might happen in the story?
What would I see/hear/feel/do if I were in 
the context?
What sentences could I say about the 
images of the front cover? 

Show students the official trailer for the film: 
Trailer can be viewed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bHa5Qb1UrfA&feature=emb_logo

BEFORE VIEWING THE FILM 
Engage in discussion with class to stimulate 
and generate different ideas about the film 
based on watching the trailer. The following 
questions are a guideline to prompt class 
discussion: 

What is the purpose of a trailer? How did it 
make you feel? Does it make you want to 
watch the film? Why/why not? 
Do you have any connections to the film, 
e.g. does it remind you of another text you 
have seen/read (movie, book)? 
What questions do you have about film? 
Who is the target audience? What leads 
you to this opinion? 
Where is the story set and who are the 
main characters? 
What is the problem that Kerry faces and 
how do you predict she will resolve it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHa5Qb1UrfA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHa5Qb1UrfA&feature=emb_logo
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THE STORY AND CHARACTERS
The characters featured in The Wishmas Tree can be analysed with the students. Students may have a 
copy each or the document can be projected onto a screen for a whole class discussion. For individual 
worksheets, please refer to appendix [ACTIVITY 1]. 

PETRA Voiced by Kate Murphy

Petra is a practical 14-year-old ringtail possum and older sister 
to our boisterous Kerry. Content with their sheltered world of 
Sanctuary City, Petra struggles to understand Kerry’s obsession 
with exploring the wild beyond the city walls. But when her safe 
world changes and Kerry leaves to the wild, Petra summons the 
courage to face her fears and embarks on an adventure of a 
lifetime to keep her sister safe and to finally prove to Kerry how 
much she truly loves her.  

KERRY Voiced by Miranda Tapsell

Kerry is a 10-year-old ringtail possum who is fixated on the world 
outside of Sanctuary City, engrossed by the terrifying beasts 
and wondrous adventures that lay within the wild!  Adventurous, 
haphazard, yet contagiously fun, Kerry’s desperation to see the 
world outside of her city causes her to take drastic action that 
changes her city forever. Kerry takes her failings in her stride and 
sets out on an adventure to rescue her city from the clutches of 
Extinction.

YARRA Voiced by Ross Noble

Yarra the frilled-neck lizard is the kooky keeper of The Wishmas 
Tree; an eccentric grandfather figure for the citizens of Sanctuary 
City. Coupled with his trusty Stick, from whom he often seeks 
wisdom, Yarra is a font of knowledge, relaying his advice in 
riddles and feverish monologues. Brave, hilarious and caring, 
Yarra is a wonderful elder figure for Kerry and Petra as the trio 
strive to conquer their fears on their adventure into the wild. 
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BERNARD THE DROP BEAR Voiced by Kate Murphy

Bernard the Drop Bear is an adorable, mischievous little Drop 
Bear who behaves like a newborn puppy, including trying to 
chew anything he can sink his little teeth into. Possessing the 
incredible ability to turn from wild gremlin to loveable cutie in an 
instant, Bernard is rescued by Kerry when he becomes separated 
from his Drop Bear tribe. This ‘awww’ inducing little fella is 
bound to steal everyone’s hearts and has no intention of giving 
them back.

AUGUSTUS THE TOAD Voiced by Ricard Cussó

Augustus is a thickly built, outlandishly flamboyant cane 
toad that is the gatekeeper to the Drop Bear kingdom. While 
Augustus strives to be the most terrifying gatekeeper ever, he 
easily loses sight of his tough guy act, especially when he has a 
motor-mouth like Kerry interrupting him at every turn. Charming, 
hilarious and constantly on the verge of a breakdown, Augustus 
is one of many hysterical beasties that our sisters meet on their 
adventure. 

DAD Voiced by Ryan Renshaw

Father to both Kerry and Petra, Dad is a happy-go-lucky, dorky 
larrikin who is just trying his best as a single parent to two very 
active kids. Always striving to do what is best for his girls, he 
goes above and beyond to try and make this year’s Wishmas the 
best they’ve ever had. He’s charming, silly and a true-blue Aussie 
Dad who is never afraid to be a big kid in front of his daughters, a 
trait that Kerry, and even Petra, adore about him.
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NARRATIVE DISCUSSION
Key questions to spark discussion: 

1. Where is the story set? Where do Kerry and her  
    sister Petra live?  
2. Describe Sanctuary City- what do you hear, see,  
    smell, feel? 
3. Who else lives in Sanctuary City?
4. Who are the main characters? What are the  
    native Australian animals used to portray the
    characters in the film? Are all of the characters   
    native to Australia? 
5. What is the relationship between the main 
    characters in the story?
6. Who is Yarra? What is his role in the film?
7. What is the Wishmas Tree? Why is it important 
    to the story?
8. What do the characters use to make a wish? 
9. What happens when Kerry wishes for a White 
    Wishmas? Why does she make this wish?

10. How does the Wishmas Tree change after 
      Kerry makes her wish? 
11. How does Sanctuary City change after Kerry 
      makes her wish? Does it look different to 
      before? How? 
12. How does the community in Sanctuary City 
      respond to Kerry after she makes her wish? 
13. What is the risk towards all the other animals 
      living in Sanctuary City after Kerry’s wish 
      comes true? 
14. Why do Kerry, Petra and Yarra have to venture 
      to The Wild? 
15. What hurdles do the three friends/characters 
      come across on their adventure to The Wild?
16. What does The Wild Side look like/sound like/
      feel like? 
17. Do Kerry, Petra and Yarra make any friends/
      rivalries in The Wild?
18. How do Kerry, Petra and Yarra save Sanctuary 
      City?
19. What does Sanctuary City look like after it 
      has been saved?
20. How are Kerry, Petra and Yarra acknowledged 
      for their ability to save Sanctuary City?
21. How does the film end? 
22. Do you have any questions about the film? 
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NARRATIVE STRUCTURE 
ACTIVITY
There are three activities in the appendix 
which are categorised into two year level 
brackets. Activity One is suitable for 
Foundation to Year 2 (6-8 years old) and 
Activity Two & Three are targeted at Years 
3-5 (8-11 years old).  

FOUNDATION TO YEAR 2

Teaching Tool Instructions: Students can 
draw/write in the boxes outlined in the story 
map to demonstrate understanding of how 
the film The Wishmas Tree fits into a narrative 
structure. Explain that a story map is another 
term that can be used when organising ideas 
into the structure of a narrative. 

Suitable worksheets in appendix [ACTIVITY 2]

YEAR THREE TO YEAR FIVE

Teaching Tool Instructions: Revisit structure of 
a narrative in whole class discussion. Display 
structure on whiteboard – jointly construct 
with students. Explain students will be filling in 
the components of a narrative structure based 
on the film The Wishmas Tree. This activity can 
be done in groups/pairs or teacher directed if 
support is required. 

Suitable worksheets in appendix [ACTIVITY 3]

SEE APPENDIX - 
Activity 1: Narrative structure Foundation – Year 2 
Activity 2 & 3: Narrative structure Year 3 – Year 5

LESSON / TASK OBJECTIVES

The aim of the narrative discussion is to 
illicit students’ ability to think critically about 
the film. Posing specific questions allows 
students to consider themes, question and 
analyse characters and their motives, and to 
communicate and express their ideas and 
opinions. 

Students will further develop their 
understanding of narrative structure and as 
a result will be able to compartmentalise 
information into a set structure. This 
understanding can be applied when students 
are confronted with other narrative texts and 
will in turn aid comprehension of the text. 
These activities also lend themselves to 
strengthening other areas of literacy such as; 
writing, grammar and spelling.  
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THE THEMES
Engage students in class discussion 
on key themes and symbolism 
evident in the film. Provide students 
with a list of examples of themes 
they may have come across in other 
movies such as; love, perseverance, 
sacrifice, courage. Activating 
students’ prior knowledge will spark 
excitement and engagement in the 
discussion. 

Ask students the following questions:

Have you seen themes like this 
before in other films? 
How do we relate to the themes 
in the film?
Why are these themes important 
to us now?  
 

KEY THEMES OF THE 
WISHMAS TREE

The Wishmas Tree is a delightful 
tale of bravery and redemption, 
open-mindedness and sisterhood. 
The key themes within the film 
play on the main character, Kerry’s 
journey to right her wrongs and work 
together with her sister to save the 
city. Throughout their quest, the 
characters learn important lessons 
around caring for the environment 
and inclusion of others.

FOUNDATION - YEAR 2 ACTIVITY

Teaching Tool Instructions: Students can be 
introduced to Earth Day and link this special day to 
the notion of conservation and how conservation is 
highlighted in the film.  

Suitable worksheets in appendix [ACTIVITY 4] –

I can help the Earth by….. 

The FOUR R’s (Identifying the 4 R’s)

These activities can stimulate discussion on 
conservation at a level suited to these age groups. 
There is also a rhyme/song that can be repeated to 
instil understanding. 

YEAR THREE TO YEAR FIVE ACTIVITY

Teaching Tool Instructions: Students can identify 
animal traits and characteristics by choosing to 
analyse one of the main characters (native animals) 
from the film. This can be done in groups/pairs or 
whole class. 

Suitable worksheets in appendix [ACTIVITY 5]

LESSON OBJECTIVES INCLUDE:

- Awareness and understanding of the term 
  ‘conservation’ and what we as humans can do to 
  assist with conservation of our environment/world. 
- Specific actions humans can take towards creating a 
  clean, healthy and sustainable environment for 
  plants, animals and humans to live happily. 
- Identification and analysis the traits and 
  characteristics of native Australian animals
- Identification of problems facing our Australian 
  wildlife today and solutions to combat these issues

Copyright © Like a Photon Creative 2020



ANIMATED FILMS 
Animated films are a fantastic way to captivate 
a child’s creative mind and stimulate critical 
thinking. Children are exposed to animation from a 
very young age and therefore have a strong sense 
of familiarity with this media platform. Animation 
can enhance a storyline by communicating 
emotions and exaggerating scenes through unique 
and engaging imagery and sensory effects. The 
creators of The Wishmas Tree produced this film 
in this particular style in view of the fact that it is 
relatable and captivating for children of this age 
group. Discuss this with the class and incorporate 
an activity such as those listed below to reinforce 
the discussion.

TEACHING RESOURCES

The link below can be used in the classroom to introduce “How to make a flipbook”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEhVGe_1CGo
Extracted from STARTOON –Kids Craft Tutorial
 
The link below can be used in the classroom to introduce “How to make an animated film”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpCg623Qm9Y
Extracted from Clay Kids Official

Copyright © Like a Photon Creative 2020 10
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APPENDIX

ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHEETS REFERRED TO IN STUDY GUIDE 

1. Character Breakdowns
2. Narrative Structure- Foundation to Year 2 
3. Narrative Structure- Year 3-5
4. Themes- Conservation Activities - Foundation - Year 2 
5. Themes - Native Australian Wildlife - Year 3 -5 
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ACTIVITY 1 
Character Breakdowns

For each character write one descriptive
sentence about their personality and their
place in the story.

Your teacher mayb also ask you to write: 
1. Their motives
2. Main actions.  
3. How they change during the story

12

Your Comments:
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ACTIVITY 1 
Character Breakdowns

For each character write one descriptive
sentence about their personality and their
place in the story.

Your teacher mayb also ask you to write: 
1. Their motives
2. Main actions.  
3. How they change during the story

Your Comments:
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Your Comments:
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ACTIVITY 1 
Character Breakdowns

For each character write one descriptive
sentence about their personality and their
place in the story.

Your teacher mayb also ask you to write: 
1. Their motives
2. Main actions.  
3. How they change during the story
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ACTIVITY 1 
Character Breakdowns

For each character write one descriptive
sentence about their personality and their
place in the story.

Your teacher mayb also ask you to write: 
1. Their motives
2. Main actions.  
3. How they change during the story

Your Comments:
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ACTIVITY 1 
Character Breakdowns

For each character write one descriptive
sentence about their personality and their
place in the story.

Your teacher mayb also ask you to write: 
1. Their motives
2. Main actions.  
3. How they change during the story

Your Comments:
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ACTIVITY 2 
Narrative Structure- Foundation to Year 2

NAME

STORY MAP
SETTING CHARACTERS

BEGINNING MIDDLE END
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ACTIVITY 3 
Narrative Structure Activity 1 & 2 suited to Years 3 - 5

NARRATIVE PLOT 
STRUCTURE TEMPLATE

CLIMAX
What happens at the most exciting point 
of the story?

RISING ACTION
What problems or conflicts will 
the main character face?

ORIENTATION
Where is the story set?

RESOLUTION
What happens to the characters at 
the end of the story?

FALLING ACTION
How might the characters solve the 
problem or conflict?

Who are the main characters?
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NARRATIVE 
PLANNING TEMPLATE

TITLE

ORIENTATION

COMPLICATION

EVENTS AND CLIMAX

RESOLUTION

Setting Characters Mood
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ACTIVITY 4 
Foundational - Yr2 - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose!
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Foundational - Yr2 - I Can Help the Earth by... 
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ACTIVITY 5 
Year 3 - 5 Native Australian Wildlife and Pollution
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ANIMAL TRAITS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Look closely at a native Australian animal. Draw it in the oval. 

What is my name?

How do I move? Where do I live?

What else can you find out about me?

How many legs 
have I got?

What do I eat?

Why am I suited to 
my environment?

How do I get oxygen 
to breathe?

Who might eat me?
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WATCH THE WISHMAS TREE AT THE FOLLOWING CINEMAS!

Event
Birch Carroll and Coyle
Village

visitsanctuarycity.com

24
GUO
Wallis
Selected Independent Cinemas

http://visitsanctuarycity.com

